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EIP-AGRI Seminar 
‘Digital Innovation Hubs: mainstreaming digital 

agriculture'

Day 1 – Thursday, 1 June 2017

8.30 – 9.00 Registration

9.00 – 9.30 Welcome and introduction
Opening speech
Phil Hogan, EU Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development

Digitisation of European agriculture in the political agenda
Paolo De Castro MEP, Vice-Chair of the Committee on Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

Introduction to the objectives of the seminar
European Commission - DG AGRI

Session 1: Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) and their contribution to mainstream 
digital innovation in agriculture

9.30 – 10.00 The policy framework: Digitising the EU Industry and Digital 
Innovation Hubs
Ronan Burgess, European Commission - DG CNECT 

Building effective innovative ecosystems: an example of Digital Innovation 
Hub
Cato Bechtold, Ministry of Economic Affairs - The Netherlands

10.00 – 11.15 The main building blocks of a DIH in agriculture
• Peter Liggesmeyer, Fraunhofer - DE
• Tom Kelly, EUFRAS/TEAGASC  - IE
• Mihai & Stefan Stanescu,  AGRISO - RO 
• Hubert Cottogni, EIF
• Alfonso Ribas Álvarez (INGACAL) & Luis Pérez Freire, (Gradiant) - ES
• Daniel Azevedo, COPA-COGECA 

11.15 – 11.40 Coffee break
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Digitising European Industry 
And

Digital Innovation Hubs

• Ronan Burgess, Deputy Head of Unit, Photonics Unit
DG CONNECT/A4 - European Commission

• Ronan.burgess@ec.europa.eu
#DigitiseEU



Three dimensions of Value Creation 
from Digitisation

"Digital inside": Innovations in products (all types)

Digital transformations of processes

Radical/disruptive changes in business models
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The trend



Level of digitisation differs according to
size of company, sector and region



• Provide industry with access to technology, expertise, testing,… 
based on world-class specialised competence centre

• In line with smart specialisation strategy



A one-stop-shop providing services to 
companies in the region through a multi-
partner cooperation:



• Across Europe – specific support for regions without DIH

• Implement relevant activities if needed (incentives, …)

• to  fill gaps and facilitate specialisation and excellence

• Share best practices, success stories, training 

• Develop catalogue of Hubs, competences, etc
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Smart

Specialisation

1. Define regional 
needs

2. Develop the 
vision for the regional 

DIH

3. Look at what is 
already available in region 

as basis

6. Deliver services 
and assess impact

H2020

Other funding

4. Define the services 
that the DIH should offer

Common approaches & procedures

Improve services 

and facilities

Common services and tools

Best practices, exchanges, etc

Regional model: audience, 

needs, characteristics, etc

Shared vision for a regional 

service ecosystem

Engagement with companies 

and service delivery ‘on the 

ground’

Collaborative development 

of services and tools

Sustainable Digital 
Innovation Hub ecosystem

Self-sustaining regional 

ecosystem based on diverse 

service offer

5. Build links and 
establish collaboration

Building on 
what 
already 
exists



 Very strategic sector for Europe.

 Low deployment of digital technology but huge potential for 
improving productivity and sustainability.

 Additional challenges due to large number of players, diversity of 
sector and diversity of rural environments.

 Very active outreach essential and linking to local clusters, such 
as farmers collectives etc.

 Need for strong collaboration between regions.


